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1. Introduction.
Let K be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H. If AEL(H,
11*) is a bounded linear maps from H into H*, we consider the
following variational inequality: For any given fEH*,
(*)

(1) xEK
(2) (Ax, x-y) ~ (f, x-y) for any yEK.

If A=J is the duality map and P is the nearest projection map from
H to K, then the above variational inequality has a solution x=PJ-1f.
Indeed, the nearest projection map P is characterized by the following
property:
zEK and (y-z, x-z)

~o

for all yEK iff z=Px.

More generally, Lions and Stampacchia [lJ proved the existence of
the unique solution of the above variational inequality for H-elliptic A.
In this paper, we apply the following theorem which is a geometric
estimation about fixed points for contractions in a Hilbert space to the
whereabout of the solution of the above variational inequality.
THEOREM [2,3]. Let H be a Hilbert space and F: DcH --> H a
contraction with a Lipschitzian constant L<l. If Fix F*ifJ, xoE D, then
either

(1) Fxo=xo
or (2) Fix FcJJ(m, r) n D""B(xo, s)
where s= llxo- Fxoll (1 + L) -1,
m= (1- (1-V)-1)xo+ (l-V)-lFxO
and r= Ilxo- FxoIIL(l- L2) -2.
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2. Main Result.
We apply the above theorem to the result of Lions and Stampacchia
and obtain the whereabouts of the unique solution of the variational
inequality (*). For any given fEH* in (*) we define a map F: K
-4 K
as Fx=P(X-pJ-l(Ax-f)
for all xEK, where J is the
duality map and p>O. By using the map F we find a localization of
the solution of (*) in the following:
Suppose AEL(H, H*) is H-elliptic: there exists c>O such
that for any xEH, (Ax, x) ~cllxI12. If we choose p=cIIAII- 2, then F
has the unique fixed point in K which is the unique solution in (*). In
case that Fxo is not a solution of (*), xoEK, the solution of (*) is
in B(m,r)",B(xo,s) where s=llxo-FxoIlCI+L)-l, V=l-cp, m=(l1
(cp) -l)XO+ (cp) -lFxO and r= IIxo- Fxoll (l--'"--cp) -2 (cp) -2.
THEOREM.

Proof. The variational inequality (*) is restated as the following
conditions: For any y in K,
iff
iff
iff

(Ax-f, x-y)::;;O
(J-l(Ax-f), x-y)::;;O
(pJ-l(Ax-f), x-y)::;;O for any p>O
(x-x+pJ-l(Ax-f), x-y)::;;O for any

p>O.

By the characterization of the nearest projection P on K we have the
following equivalent condition for the solution x in (*):
x= P (x- pJ-l (Ax -f) ).
That is, x is the fixed point of F. Therefore, if we may choose p>O
so small that F is a contraction with a Lipschitzian constant L<l, then
we apply the above theorem to this setting. We estimate

IIFx-Fyll= liP (X-pJ-l(Ax-f» -P(y-pJ-l(Ay-f»
::;;lIx-y-pJ-IA(x-y) 11
::;;lII-pJ-IAllllx-yll.
To evaluate the norm of I-pJ-IA, we have
11 (I-pJ-IA)xIl 2=lIxIl 2+p2I1J-IAxIl2-2p(x, J-IAx)
and
Since A is H-elliptic,

11
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(x, J-1Ax) = (X, Ax) :2cllx\l2.

Hence we conclude that

il (I-

pJ-1A)xI1 2 ::;; (1 + p2 1IAIIZ-2pc) Ilxll z.

Then we choose p=cIIAII-z and hence £2=l-cp. If IIAII=c, thenFis
a constant and Fx is the solution of (*) for any xEK. If IIAII*c,
then the geometric estimations of the above theorem can be applied to
this contraction F with the Lipschitzian constant L<l.
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